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Abstract In many areas of traffic management and control the variables that are of most interest are often the ones that are most difficult to measure and estimate. Take for example vehicular density (vehicles per kilometer) and space-mean speed (kilometers per hour). A reliable real-time estimate of these quantities is critically important for real-time control of traffic networks. However, neither can be straightforwardly deduced from available sensor data. Similarly elusive quantities are origin–destination (OD) flows. These depict the amount of vehicles per hour planning to go from one place to another at a certain moment. Unless we literally know the origin and destination of all vehicles on a traffic network, advanced estimation techniques are required to extract OD patterns from whatever data and prior knowledge we have available. One intuitive and highly effective method to solve these types of problems (i.e., estimating a quantity $x$ when all we have are observations $y$ and prior knowledge about the process) is the Kalman filter, first proposed by Rudolf Kalman in 1960. In this tutorial we explain with many examples how this technique can be applied in the domain of traffic management and control to solve real-world problems. We will see that Kalman filtering is a powerful technique that works surprisingly well in many cases, but there are also clear limitations that relate to the many assumptions underlying its application.
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1. Introduction: Solving Linear Problems

The underlying rationale of the celebrated Kalman [25] filter (KF) can be explained with a very simple (and mathematically loosely formulated) example. Suppose we are interested in estimating the temperature in a room. From experience we know this temperature can be modeled by means of a random walk:

$$x_k = x_{k-1} + w,$$

with $k$ depicting discrete time and $w$ depicting some known Gaussian noise term with mean $E[w] = 0$ and variance $E[w^2] = Q$. This (process) noise term $w$ depicts unobserved fluctuations due to physical processes in the room. Suppose we also have a thermostat that measures the temperature at one location in this room. From the specifications we learn that the thermometer observes the temperature according to

$$y_k = x_k + v,$$

with $v$ depicting a second Gaussian noise term with mean $E[v] = 0$ and variance $E[v^2] = R$. The (observation) noise term $v$ relates to characteristics of the thermometer (measurement inaccuracies, position in the room, etc.). We further assume that $w$ and $v$ are not correlated and do not change over time. A reasonable estimate $\hat{x}_k$ for the real room temperature in time
Figure 1. Determining the minimum variance weighing factor.

period $k$ then is a weighted linear combination of the model prediction with Equation (1), which we denote $\hat{x}_k$, and the latest available observation $y_k$ from our thermostat,

$$\hat{x}_k = (1 - G)\hat{x}_k^- + G y_k,$$

in which $G$ represents the weighting factor. The weighted estimator in Equation (3) has the following statistical properties: $E[\hat{x}_k] = E[x_k]$, and $\text{var}[\hat{x}_k] = (1 - G)^2Q + G^2R$. That implies that this estimator is unbiased, provided the assumptions on the error terms are correct. In case we would put full weight on the model estimate, we have $\text{var}[\hat{x}_k] = \text{var}[\hat{x}_k^-] = Q$. In case all weight goes to the observation, we have $\text{var}[\hat{x}_k] = \text{var}[\hat{y}_k] = R$. To determine the optimal estimator in terms of minimizing variance, we must solve $G^* = \arg\min_G \text{var}[\hat{x}_k]$, which in this case is very straightforward (see Figure 1):

$$\frac{d}{dG} \text{var}[\hat{x}_k] = -2(1 - G)Q + 2GR = 0 \rightarrow G^* = \frac{Q}{Q + R}.$$  

The optimal (minimum variance) weighting factor $G^*$ is hence proportional to the ratio of the variance (degree of uncertainty) in our model and the variance (degree of uncertainty) in the available observations. In case the observations are unreliable ($R > Q$), more weight is put on the model prediction $\hat{x}^-$, and vice versa.

### 1.1. Kalman Filtering Basics

In his seminal paper in 1960, Kalman [25] rigorously showed that the minimum variance solution for all multivariate linear discrete dynamical systems expressed in state space form equals the elegant and intuitive estimator in Equation (3). State space systems constitute a very general class of mathematical models, which find application in many different fields, including control, automation, process technology, and transportation, to name but a few. They consist of the following equations:

$$x_{k+1} = F_k x_k + w_k \quad \text{(process equation)}, \tag{5}$$

$$y_k = H_k x_k + v_k \quad \text{(observation equation)}. \tag{6}$$

Clearly, Equations (1) and (2) in the thermostat example are special (univariate) cases of (5) and (6). The appeal of the Kalman filter approach lies in the fact that it provides a recursive solution for the optimal estimation of state variables. Recursive implies that we can estimate the state of a system $x_k$ solely based on the last known state $x_{k-1}$ and whatever new information (i.e., observations $y_k$) arises. This makes the approach computationally very efficient and suitable for real-time applications. Algorithm 1 summarizes the Kalman filter equations. Before we discuss applications in the domain of traffic management and control,
we first briefly discuss a few key characteristics of the Kalman filter related to Algorithm 1 and the thermostat example above.

- First note that there are two key differences between with the filter gain $G^*$ introduced in Equation (4) and the Kalman gain in Equation (12). The first difference is that in the Kalman filter algorithm we introduce a separate term $P$ to depict the estimation error covariance. Examing Equation (10) it becomes clear why. Because the noise terms are independent, the estimation errors are additive. In other words, the estimation error covariance $P$ grows proportional to the prior process noise covariance $Q$ every time we use a new model prediction. Of course, $P$ decreases again after we make an observation (Equation (14)). The second difference is that in Equation (4) we implicitly left out the term $H_k$, which in the univariate thermostat example equals 1 anyway.

- The Kalman filter gain in Equation (12) still has the same intuitive structure as the $G^*$ in Equation (4) and can be informally understood as follows:

$$G_k = \frac{\text{uncertainty process model} \times \text{sensitivity state to observations}}{\text{uncertainty observation model} + \text{uncertainty observations}}.$$  

(7)

The added term in the numerator (“sensitivity state,” i.e., $H_k$) makes intuitive sense. In the limit that the observation model is constant, e.g., $H_k = C$, $C \in \mathbb{R}$, $\forall x_k \in [x_a, x_b]$, it clearly makes no sense to adjust the estimates of the state variables for $x_k \in [x_a, x_b]$ because changes in the observations are not related to changes in state variables over this domain.

- Algorithm 1 illustrates that the Kalman filter follows an intuitive prediction-correction scheme. In the prediction step we use our model (i.e., our knowledge on the evolution of the system state) to predict the next system state. In the correction step the observations are used to correct that prior prediction. The assumptions we make on the variance of the model and the observations govern how large or small the corrections are.

- The fact that the Kalman filter equations work for any system cast in state space form enables one to estimate state variables $x$ even if we have no direct observations of these variables. As long as observations $y$ are available that are (for now linearly) related to these state variables, the Kalman filter provides an efficient method to estimate the (unobserved) state variables.

- Another great feature is the fact that the Kalman filter estimates both mean and (error) covariance. This implies we have automatically error bounds around the estimated state variables, that is,

$$x_{i,k} = \hat{x}_{i,k} \pm \alpha \sqrt{P_{ii,k}},$$  

(8)

with, typically, $\alpha = 2$ for a nominal 95% confidence interval.

- The assumption of independent zero-mean Gaussian distributions for all noise terms makes the Kalman filter also optimal in two other respects (aside from minimizing variance). First, the Kalman filter algorithm calculates the maximum a posteriori probability of $x_k$ given all observed data $y_n$, $n = 1, \ldots, k$:

$$\hat{x}_k = \arg \max_{x_k} \Pr(x_k \mid y_1 \ldots y_k).$$

Second, the solution is also optimal in terms of computing the conditional mean, that is,

$$\hat{x}_k = E[x_k \mid y_1 \ldots y_k].$$

- Although in many cases the noise parameters are assumed constant, that is, $Q_k = Q$, $\forall k$, and $R_k = R$, $\forall k$, we will see further below that these noise parameters can also be time varying, resulting in an adaptive filter.
Algorithm 1 (The Kalman filter)

**Preliminaries:** For the given problem we have a state space model depicted by Equations (5) and (6), in which $w_k$ and $v_k$ are independent, zero-mean, Gaussian noise processes of covariance matrices $Q_k$ and $R_k$, respectively, with

\[
E[w_k w_n^T] = \begin{cases} Q_k & \text{for } n = k, \\ 0 & \text{for } n \neq k \end{cases}, \quad E[v_k v_n^T] = \begin{cases} R_k & \text{for } n = k, \\ 0 & \text{for } n \neq k \end{cases}.
\]

**Initialization:**
\[
\hat{x}_0 = E[x_0] \quad \text{and} \quad P_0 = E[x_0 - E[x_0]^T].
\]

In case no additional information is available, $P_0$ is usually initialized as a matrix with a large diagonal entries, reflecting the fact that we are highly uncertain about our initial estimate of $\hat{x}_0$.

**For** $k = 1, 2, \ldots$ **do:**

**Predict mean and variance of state variables:**
\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{x}_{k}^- &= F_k \hat{x}_{k-1}, \\
P_{k}^- &= F_k P_{k-1} F_k^T + Q_{k-1}.
\end{align*}
\]

**Predict output variables:**
\[
\hat{y}_{k}^- = H_k \hat{x}_{k}^-.
\]

**Compute the Kalman gain:**
\[
G_k = \frac{P_{k}^- H_k^T}{H_k P_{k}^- H_k^T + R_{k-1}}.
\]

**Update (correct) mean and covariance:**
\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{x}_k &= \hat{x}_{k}^- + G_k (y_k - \hat{y}_{k}^-), \\
P_k &= (1 - G_k H_k) P_{k}^-,
\end{align*}
\]

in which the output errors $e_k = y_k - \hat{y}_{k}^-$ computed and used in (13) are sometimes referred to as the *innovations* time series, because they reflect the amount of new information contained in the observations $y_k$.

**End**

### 1.2. Tracking and Tracing a Bicycle Trip

Imagine you plan a bicycle vacation and you’re interested in keeping a log of the trajectory (location and speed) along a fixed route you drive. Just for sport, you decide to base your logging on manual observations using the position of celestial bodies (the sun, moon, and stars) and landmarks. Your observations of average speed are based on these location observations but also your (physical) experiences while cycling. You plan to use these observations in the evenings to make a minimum variance estimate of your trajectory. To assess these estimates later on, you bring with you accurate global positioning system (GPS) location tracking equipment to record the actual (ground-truth) locations and average speeds. Let us further assume you drive for a maximum of 10 hours a day with an average speed of around 15 km/h and log your estimated location every hour.

This estimation problem can be expressed in state space form as follows. First consider the dynamics of location $s_k$ and speed $u_k$:

\[
\begin{align*}
s_k &= s_{k-1} + \Delta t u_k, \\
u_k &= u_{k-1} + w_k,
\end{align*}
\]
with $\Delta t$ the discrete time period (in this case, one hour) and $w_k$ again a (possibly time-dependent) zero-mean Gaussian noise term that models the variations in average speed you will maintain. Note that the law of motion (Equation (15)) is exact (no noise term). With $x_k = [s_k, u_k]^T$, Equations (15) and (16) result in

$$x_k = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \Delta t \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} x_{k-1} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} w_k.$$  \hfill (17)

The second ingredient we require are observation equations. All four scenarios listed below are tested with (A) the observation noise covariance matrix $R_k^A$ (which is approximately correct) and (B) covariance matrix $R_k^B$ (which is incorrect). Both of these are listed in Table 1.

**Scenario I.** We use the location observations to adjust the state vector. With $y_k = s_k$, the observation equation reduces to

$$y_k = [1 \ 0] x_k + v^s_k.$$  \hfill (18)

**Scenario II.** We use the speed observations to adjust the state vector. With $y_k = u_k$, the observation equation reduces to

$$y_k = [0 \ 1] x_k + v^u_k.$$  \hfill (19)

**Scenario III.** We use both speed and location observations to adjust the state vector. With $y_k = [s_{k}^{\text{obs}}, u_{k}^{\text{obs}}]^T$ and $v_k = [v^s_k, v^u_k]^T$ depicting the vector of observations and a vector of associated noise terms respectively, we can write

$$y_k = x_k + v_k.$$  \hfill (20)

**Scenario IV.** This is the same as Scenario III, now with an adaptive filtering. In the ideal world (where all our assumptions about the noise terms are correct), the observation error term $v_k$ is identically distributed as the innovations time series $e_k = y_k - \hat{y}_k$ computed and used in Equation (13). Before computing the Kalman gain in Equation (12), we now add the following update:

$$R_k = \gamma R_{k-1} + (1 - \gamma) e_k e_k^T,$$  \hfill (21)

in which $\gamma \in [0, 1]$ is a smoothing factor. The new estimate $R_k$ from Equation (20) is then used to compute the Kalman gain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{x}_0$</td>
<td>$[0 \ 15]^T$</td>
<td>Start location and speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_0$</td>
<td>$\begin{bmatrix} 10^2 &amp; 0 \ 0 &amp; 10^2 \end{bmatrix}$</td>
<td>Initial error covariance large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_k$</td>
<td>$\begin{bmatrix} 0 &amp; 0 \ 0 &amp; 2^2 \end{bmatrix}$, $\forall k$</td>
<td>No error on the law of motion, an assumed variance $4$ (km$^2$/h$^2$) for the speed dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_k^A$</td>
<td>$\begin{bmatrix} 3^2 &amp; 0 \ 0 &amp; 1^2 \end{bmatrix}$, $\forall k$</td>
<td>With this observation error covariance matrix, we (correctly!) assume larger errors in the location observations than in the speed observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_k^B$</td>
<td>$\begin{bmatrix} 1^2 &amp; 0 \ 0 &amp; 3^2 \end{bmatrix}$, $\forall k$</td>
<td>With this observation error covariance matrix, we (incorrectly) assume larger errors in the speed observations than in the location observations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All other Kalman filter-related assumptions are summarized in Table 1. Table 2 summarizes all results for the eight scenarios and also lists the data collected after day 1, including the ground-truth data. Figures 2–5 show the estimation results of the four scenarios in which the correct observation covariance ($R_A^k$) is used. We can learn a few important lessons from this first example.

1.3. Discussion—Why All Assumptions Matter

The first key message from this exercise is that combining observations and knowledge really pays off, under the condition that we make sensible prior assumptions (more on this below). Table 2 shows that in all A scenarios, the filtered location estimates are more accurate than the raw location observations. In other words, by combining the observations with some very basic knowledge (the law of motion in Equation (15)) and some proper assumptions about the uncertainty in both model and observations, the Kalman filter reduces the error up to a factor of 3(!) in Scenario IV-A. In this example, the best results (Scenario IV-A) are obtained when we use all available data. Note that the improvement relates mostly to the location estimates; the filter does not improve the speed estimate much when compared with the speed observations. This is because (a) the speed observations are already of good quality (much better than the location observations; root mean square error (RMSE), 0.9 km/h) and (b) we do not add any real “knowledge” about the dynamics of speed in Equation (16). The assumption is simply that speed follows a random walk, which in this case it does.

The second key message is that the (prior) assumptions we make on the observation (and process) covariance matrices matter much. Also in applying the Kalman filter, the garbage in equals garbage out principle holds. All scenarios that use the (more or less) correct observation noise covariance matrix $R_A^k$ score consistently better than the very same scenarios that use $R_B^k$ (all other inputs and parameters kept equal). Note that we refer here to the covariance structure (so, the relative sizes of its components) rather than the (order of) magnitude of the matrix; $R_A^k$ and $R_B^k$ have the same order of magnitude but differ largely in structure (the first assumes locations are more unreliable, the latter speeds). Put simply, if we put our emphasis on the wrong observations (in $R_B^k$ on the locations instead of the speeds), the Kalman filter will not give good results and may even diverge.

Third, besides its structure, the order of magnitude of the prior covariance matrices is important. Recall from Equation (7) that the ratio between the process and observation noise determines the size of the corrections and thus the responsiveness of the filter to output errors. The smaller the observation noise is relative to the process noise, the more responsive the filter becomes. Figure 5 shows that if we adapt the observation noise to match the actual output errors with Equation (20), and our prior noise matrix is correct as in Scenario IV-A, the result is that the filter estimates follow the observations closely, particularly the more accurate speed observations as shown in Figure 5(b). An adaptive filter thus is highly responsive, which in some cases is desirable, but sometimes leads to large errors. For example, in Scenario IV-B (where the wrong observation noise matrix $R_B^k$ is used), the adaptive filter makes things worse. The resulting filter estimates now follow the inaccurate location measurements very closely. This explains why Scenario IV-B performs worst of all, even worse than without filtering (to illustrate, compare $s_{obs}$ with $\hat{s}_k$ under Scenario IV-B in Table 2).

A final observation in this experiment is that in all A scenarios the filter converges rather quickly (in a few time steps) as shown in Figures 2–4. Filter convergence essentially means that the error covariance $P_k$ converges to constant value. As a result, also the confidence bounds (Equation (8)) converge to a constant value around the (time-varying) mean. Only in Scenario IV-A (Figure 5(b), the adaptive filter) do we see how the confidence bounds constructed with $P_k$ become smaller as the filter continuously “learns” to better predict the observations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (h)</th>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Meetings</th>
<th>Scenario I-A</th>
<th>Scenario II-A</th>
<th>Scenario III-A</th>
<th>Scenario IV-A</th>
<th>Scenario I-B</th>
<th>Scenario II-B</th>
<th>Scenario III-B</th>
<th>Scenario IV-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$s_{GPS}^{G}$</td>
<td>$u_{GPS}$</td>
<td>$s_{gps}^{obs}$</td>
<td>$u_{gps}^{obs}$</td>
<td>$\hat{s}_k$</td>
<td>$\hat{u}_k$</td>
<td>$\hat{s}_k$</td>
<td>$\hat{u}_k$</td>
<td>$\hat{s}_k$</td>
<td>$\hat{u}_k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>100.9</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>117.0</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>123.9</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>119.7</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>115.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>129.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>128.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>131.9</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>125.7</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>127.9</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>142.6</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>144.2</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>145.3</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>139.6</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>142.4</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Estimation results of the bicycle example for all scenarios.

Notes. All locations and speeds are in kilometers and kilometers per hour, respectively. “A” scenarios are those in which the observation noise covariance matrix $R_k^{A}$ is used; in “B” scenarios, $R_k^{B}$ is used (see Table 1). Confidence interval coverage (CIC) (%) depicts the number of ground-truth data points falling in a 95% interval around the estimated values calculated with the estimated covariance matrix $P$ (see Equation (8)).
Figure 2. Estimation results of Scenario I-A.

(a) Estimated location (location observations)

(b) Estimated speed (location observations)

Observations
KF estimate
95 bounds

Estimation results:
RMSE loc = 4.4 km
Coverage (95% int) = 91%
RMSE spd = 2.5 km/h
Coverage (95% int) = 64%

Ground truth

Figure 3. Estimation results of Scenario II-A.

(a) Estimated location (speed observations)

(b) Estimated speed (speed observations)

Observations
KF estimate
95 bounds

Estimation results:
RMSE loc = 1.9 km
Coverage (95% int) = 100%
RMSE spd = 1.1 km/h
Coverage (95% int) = 82%

Ground truth
**Figure 4.** Estimation results of Scenario III-A.

(a) Estimated location (all observations)

(b) Estimated speed (all observations)

**Estimation results:**
- RMSE loc = 2.1 km
- Coverage (95% int) = 91%
- RMSE spd = 0.8 km/h
- Coverage (95% int) = 82%

**Ground truth**

**Figure 5.** Estimation results of Scenario IV-B.

(a) Estimated location (adaptive filter gamma = 0.6)

(b) Estimated speed (adaptive filter gamma = 0.6)

**Estimation results:**
- RMSE loc = 1.7 km
- Coverage (95% int) = 73%
- RMSE spd = 0.9 km/h
- Coverage (95% int) = 9%
1.4. Summary and Conclusions

The Kalman filter is a highly efficient, recursive minimum variance estimator that works for all linear systems cast in state space form. However, in applying the Kalman filter many assumptions need to be made, the following most importantly.

Assumption 1. The process and observation models can be formulated as a linear discrete state space system of equations.

Assumption 2. All noise terms in this system are independent, zero-mean Gaussian noise processes of known covariance matrices.

By implication, the process and observation models are unbiased predictors of the state/outputs.

The validity of those assumptions largely determine whether or not the KF application is successful. In real life there are few processes for which these assumptions hold and even fewer models that are linear and that—under all circumstances—provide unbiased predictions. Nonetheless, in the remainder of this tutorial we give two other examples that illustrate how the KF may nonetheless be a very powerful tool in the field of traffic management and control. The first relates to estimating origin–destination (OD) matrices, the second to real-time traffic state estimation.

2. Complex “Linear” Problems: OD Estimation

2.1. The OD Matrix Estimation and Prediction Problem

One of the key traffic variables required for both ex post and ex ante evaluation of traffic management and policy measures is time-dependent OD demand matrices, with elements $x_{ij,k}$ depicting the number of trips going from origin $i$ to destination $j$ at discrete departure time interval $k$. For the sake of consistency, we will represent OD matrices as a single column vector $x_k$ with elements $x_{rk}$, depicting the traffic demand from origin–destination pair $r \in \{1, \ldots, N_r\}$ departing at $k$.

Because OD matrices are rarely observed in practice (for that we essentially need to observe all travelers all the time), OD matrices are generally inferred from aggregate or partial information on OD flows (historical (prior) OD matrices, traffic counts, speeds, automated vehicle identification (AVI) data, floating car data, etc.). In this process, knowledge in the form of traffic (assignment) models is used, which necessarily make many assumptions related to the underlying traffic flow operations and travel behavior. Because OD estimation is such a broad research area, in this section we only scratch the surface of this problem and focus on application of the Kalman filter.

In very general terms, dynamic OD estimation approaches are designed to solve the following problem (Cascetta et al. [8]):

$$\hat{x} = \arg \min_x f_1(x, \bar{x}) + f_2(y(x), \bar{y})$$

subject to

$$x \geq 0, \quad y \geq 0$$

In (22), $x$ denotes a vector of all time-dependent OD vectors $[\ldots, x_k, \ldots]^T$ under consideration, $y$ denotes a vector of all available observations, and $f_1$ and $f_2$ are error functions (e.g., sum of squared errors or some entropy measure). The latter term ($f_2$) measures the distance between predictions $y(x)$ made with the estimated OD matrix and the actual observations $\bar{y}$. In case the term $f_2$ specifies the sum of squared errors, i.e., $f_2: E[(y(x) - \bar{y})^2]$, clearly the
Kalman filter can be used to solve it. The first term \((f_1)\) measures the distance between the estimated OD matrix \(x\) and a prior OD matrix \(\tilde{x}\), which could be derived from historical data, travel surveys, or previous estimations. This term forces the estimation to converge to a solution even if there is too little information available through the measurements. Let us explain in a very simple example, outlined in Figure 6, why such prior information is needed.

In the case of Figure 6, the link flows can be explained by an, in principle, infinite number of OD matrices, which implies that the OD estimation problem is underdetermined. There are more degrees of freedom (unknown OD flows \(x_r\)) than independent equations (relating \(x_r\) to observations \(y_l\)) to solve these unknowns. If we assume all OD flows and observations in this small network are constant (no dynamics), the observation equation linking OD flows to link counts reads

\[
y = Ax,
\]

with \(A\) the assignment matrix with elements \(a_{l,r}\) depicting the fraction of OD flow \(x_r\) contributing to the flow on link \(l\). In the case of Figure 6, Gaussian elimination of this system leaves us with just three independent equations and four unknowns:

\[
\begin{align*}
L1: & \quad 100 = x_{15} + x_{16} \\
L2: & \quad 100 = x_{25} + x_{26} \\
L3: & \quad 200 = x_{15} + x_{16} + x_{25} + x_{26} \quad \text{\(L3' = -L1 - L2\)} \\
L4: & \quad 50 = x_{15} + x_{25} \\
L5: & \quad 150 = x_{16} + x_{26} \\
\end{align*}
\]

A unique solution is available only in case the system is full rank, i.e., when all OD flows are observable. We will return to this “observability” problem further below. In real life there are dynamics involved in both the demand (OD flows change over time) and the traffic supply (it takes time for vehicles to travel from A to B, and even more so when the network

Figure 6. The key problem with OD matrix estimation: Underdeterminedness.
is congested). Okutani and Stephanedes [36] were among the first to formulate the time-dependent OD estimation problem in state space form such that it can be solved by a Kalman filter:

\[ x_{r,k+1} = \sum_{p=k-q'}^{k} f_{rp} x_{rp} + w_{rk}, \]  
\[ y_{lc} = \sum_{p=1}^{k} \sum_{r=1}^{N_r} a_{lk}^{rp} x_{rp} + v_{lk}, \]  

The process model (24) represents an autoregressive process of order \( q' \), with coefficients \( f_{rp} \). In observation Equation (25), the assignment matrix elements \( a_{lk}^{rp} \) now depict the fraction of OD flow \( x_{rp} \) (that departed at period \( p \)) passing link \( l \) during time period \( k \).

Although this formulation encapsulates the dynamics, there are still a number of serious problems with this linear formulation. The first problem relates to the observation Equation (25). Particularly in congested networks, the assumption of linearity is highly debatable, because of traffic flow dynamics and queuing, and the effect of these dynamics on route choice. Moreover, in congested networks the link flows in some cases are not related to a change in traffic demand at all. This is easily understood by the following example. Consider a bottle without a bottom that is held upside down under a tap. As long as the water flow \( x \) from the tap is smaller than the capacity \( C \) of the bottleneck, the flow \( y \) in the bottleneck is determined by \( x \). But when \( x > C \), \( y \) is determined by \( C \) and not sensitive to changes in \( x \) until the bottle has emptied again. The analogy is clear: The link volumes in and downstream of congestion are determined by the capacity of bottlenecks, and not by traffic demand. The consequence is that other traffic variables (speeds, travel times) and associated observation equations are needed to solve the problem for congested networks (e.g., Frederix et al. [16]). In this tutorial we will not discuss these approaches.

The second complication is that the time-dependent OD matrix itself is a function of the assignment matrix. The underlying mechanism relates to departure time and route choice behavior. By and large, travelers choose departure times \( k \) (which determine \( x_{rk} \)) and routes (which determine the link fractions \( a_{lk}^{rp} \)) such that their expected travel costs (e.g., delays) are minimized. As a consequence, \( x_k = x(A_k) \), and \( A_k = A(x_k, \ldots, x_{k-p'}) \), with \( k-p' \) the earliest time period in which vehicles departed that are still present in the network during \( k \). A full treatment of this fixed point problem (consistency between \( x_k \) and \( A_k \)) is also beyond the scope of this tutorial.

The third key problem relates to the typical Kalman filter assumptions on the noise terms \( w_{rc,k} \) and \( v_{lk,k} \) in (24) and (25), respectively. Arrival processes (vehicles entering the network) are typical Poisson processes, with exponentially distributed headways. Moreover, both demand and link flows are by definition positive. Consequently, Gaussian assumptions on these noise terms make no sense, because this would allow negative OD and link flows, particularly for smaller average values.

Despite these prior considerations and cautions, many authors have proposed the Kalman filter to solve the OD estimation problem (Ashok and Ben-Akiva [2, 4], Okutani and Stephanedes [36], Chang and Wu [9], Van Der Zijpp [47]) with varying degrees of success. In the remainder of this section we will illustrate how a slightly adapted version of the Kalman filter can be used to solve the OD estimation problem. The key to this approach, which was first coined by Ashok and Ben-Akiva [2], is a redefinition of the state and observation variables to better satisfy the assumptions in the Kalman filter.

### 2.2. A Kalman Filter Solution Based on Deviations

In the approach of Ashok and Ben-Akiva [3], the state vector is defined as the difference between the OD flow \( x_{rk} \) and some historical (“prior”) OD flow \( \bar{x}_{rk} \). In vector nation,

\[ \partial x_k \equiv x_k - \bar{x}_k. \]
Instead of predicting the actual amounts of trips between origins and destinations as in (24), we now predict how much these trips deviate from some historical OD pattern. There are two reasons for doing this. First, this adaptation leads to a more valid process model. Suppose that a series of historical OD matrices $\tilde{x}_k$ have been estimated from historical data for several previous days or months. These prior OD matrices subsume a wealth of information about the structural variations over both space and time (think of daily peak periods and the differences between tuesdays and saturdays). Instead of estimating these with a simple autoregressive model (25), we filter them out using historical data. Second, by defining the state variables as deviations from some historical time series of OD matrices, the state estimation errors are now more amenable to approximation by a normal distribution (property of the Kalman filter). In vector notation, the adjusted process equation now reads

$$\partial x_{k+1} = \sum_{p=k-q'}^k f_k^p \partial x_p + w_k,$$

(26)

where $f_k^p$ is a $N_r \times N_r$ matrix with elements $f_k^p_{ij}$ that model the relationship between $\partial x_p$ and $\partial x_{k+1}$, and $q'$ is the degree of the autoregressive process. The process noise term $w_k$ depicts some known Gaussian noise term with mean $E[w_k] = 0$ and variance $E[w_k w_k^T] = Q_k$, where $Q_k$ is a $N_r \times N_r$ variance covariance matrix.

A similar transformation is applied to the observation equation that models the relationship between the state variables $\partial x_k$ (OD deviations) and the observations $y_k$ (traffic counts data):

$$\partial y_k = \sum_{p=k-p'}^k a_k^p \partial x_p + v_k,$$

(27)

with

$$\partial y_k = y_k - \tilde{y}_k.$$

In (27), $\tilde{y}_k = \sum_{p=k-p'}^k a_k^p \tilde{x}_p$ represents the observations predicted with the prior OD matrix using assignment matrix $a_k^p$, which is a $N_l \times N_r$ (number of links $\times$ number of OD pairs) matrix, mapping OD flows departing during intervals $p$ to link traffic counts observed during interval $k$. Finally, $p'$ is the maximum number of time intervals needed to travel between any OD pair.

Equations (26) and (27) constitute a linear state space system of equations that can be solved using the Kalman filter equations in Algorithm 1.

### 2.3. OD Estimation Example

We will illustrate some of the properties and limitations of this OD estimation procedure with a simple synthetic example also used by Bierlaire and Crittin [7]. The example uses the same network depicted in Figure 6, now with three OD pairs, $\{(1, 5), (1, 6), (2, 6)\}$ (i.e., we fix OD pair $(2, 5)$ to zero), and a time horizon of $N_k = 15$ time intervals of $T$ minutes each. For the sake of simplicity, assume for each link a travel time of $T$ minutes and an infinite capacity, which implies that $p' = 3$ (maximum number of time periods required to travel through the network). We also assume that the degree of the autoregressive process in (26) equals $q' = 2$.

Furthermore, the autoregressive process is such that $f_k^p = I$, for $p = k-3, k-2, k-1$. The variance–covariance matrices $Q_k$ that govern the noise process $w_k$ in (26) are diagonal, with the OD flows of the last time interval on the diagonal. The variance–covariance matrices $R_k$ describing the observation noise process $v_k$ in (27) are also diagonal with variance arbitrarily set to 1.

The true OD flows for OD pairs $(1, 5)$, $(1, 6)$, and $(2, 6)$ are given in Table 3, where the unit is a number of cars per time interval ($T$ minutes). Note that time intervals $-4$ to $0$ are
Table 3. True OD demand for the example network in number of vehicles per $T$ minutes.

| Time ($k$) | -4   | -3   | -2   | -1   | 0   | 1   | 2   | 3   | 4   | 5   | 6   | 7   | 8   | 9   | 10  | 11  | 12  | 13  | 14  | 15  |
|------------|------|------|------|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| OD flow 1  | 5    | 36   | 12   | 30   | 36  | 30  | 48  | 12  | 18  | 36  | 12  | 12  | 60  | 42  | 66  | 42  | 42  | 24  | 42  | 12  | 18  |
| OD flow 2  | 6    | 72   | 24   | 60   | 24  | 60  | 96  | 24  | 36  | 72  | 24  | 24  | 120 | 84  | 132 | 84  | 48  | 84  | 48  | 24  | 36  |

used to warm up the simulation and to avoid starting with an empty network. The “true” assignment matrices (which incorporate how travelers choose routes and departure times) are fixed and given by

$$a_k = \begin{pmatrix} 1/3 & 1/3 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1/3 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}, \quad a_{k-1} = \begin{pmatrix} 1/3 & 1/3 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1/3 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix},$$

$$a_{k-2} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1/3 & 1/3 & 1/3 \end{pmatrix}, \quad a_{k-3} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}.$$  

In the experiment we examine the effect of the quality and availability of input data (the prior OD matrix $\tilde{x}_k$ and the available traffic counts $y_k$). The link counts and prior OD matrices are obtained by perturbing the true counts/OD flows listed above according to the following scenarios:

**OD Scenarios 1–2.** The prior OD matrices are obtained by a random perturbation of the true OD (Scenario 1), or the prior OD matrices are biased, i.e., they structurally underestimate the true OD matrix (Scenario 2).

**Measurement Scenarios 1–3.** The link flows resulting from the assignment of the true OD matrices have been perturbed by adding noise (sampled from independent distributions with zero mean and a coefficient of variation of 20%, 40%, or 60%, respectively, to obtain the link traffic counts data). In these three scenarios, the traffic counts are available on all links (assuming ideal detector locations on network).

**Data availability scenarios.** Here, we assume traffic counts are available on all links (Scenario 1); counts are available on just link 3 (Scenario 2), or on links 1 and 4 (Scenario 3).

To evaluate the quality of the final OD estimates by the Kalman filter model given in previous subsection, we use the following indicators: The normalized RMSE (NRMSE) of the estimated OD matrix $\hat{x}_k$ with respect to the true OD matrix $x_k$ quantifies the overall error of the estimation and penalizes large errors at a higher rate than small errors:

$$\text{NRMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{N_r N_k \sum_{r=1}^{N_r} \sum_{k=1}^{N_k} (\hat{x}_{rk} - x_{rk})^2}{\sum_{r=1}^{N_r} \sum_{k=1}^{N_k} x_{rk}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

The mean percentage error (MPE) indicates the existence of systematic under- or overestimation in the estimated OD flows:

$$\text{MPE} = \frac{1}{N_r N_k} \sum_{r=1}^{N_r} \sum_{k=1}^{N_k} \frac{\hat{x}_{rk} - x_{rk}}{x_{rk}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

Figure 7 shows the estimation results for all scenarios considered.
2.4. Results and Discussion
We can make the following observations from this exercise. First, Figures 7(a) and 7(d) show that the quality of the traffic counts clearly influences the reliability of OD matrix estimates, in terms of overall error (NRMSE) and bias (MPE). Put simply, more noise in the counts yields larger errors. Second, Figures 7(a) and 7(d) also indicate that structural errors in the prior OD matrix (in this case an underestimation) result in larger OD estimation errors than random errors in the prior OD. This relates to the fact that structural deviations in OD
patterns are the result of different underlying route and departure choice patterns, that is, different from the assignment matrix assumed in our case. In other words, a structural deviation in the OD matrix renders the assumption of an unbiased process Equation (26) invalid.

Finally, when comparing Figures 7(a) with 7(b) and 7(c) (or 7(d) with 7(e) and 7(f)), one can see that the three data availability scenarios yield increasingly larger errors. These errors relate directly to the observability problem introduced in Figure 6. This is obvious in the third scenario where counts are available on links 1 and 4. In this case, clearly OD pair (2,6) never gets measured, i.e., is unobservable. In case of Scenario 2 in which just counts on link 3 are available, all OD flows do get measured (they all pass link 3), but this does not imply that they are observable. The reader may verify this by determining the rank of the resulting system of equations along similar lines as above. How much the system is underdetermined may be easily spotted in such synthetic examples, but is much harder to spot in large real-time OD estimation problems. One tell-tale sign of under determinedness is illustrated in Figure 8. Here, the estimation of OD relation (2,6) over time is plotted with confidence intervals constructed with the error covariance matrix $P_k$. Now halfway through the simulation the filter starts diverging ($P_k$ grows unboundedly).

In sum, clever use of prior information—resulting in a formulation of process and observation models using deviations—makes it possible to use the classic Kalman filter. However, although this adapted formulation validates the strong distributional assumptions made in the KF, there are additional problems that render this approach problematic for real-life large-scale OD estimation. Most importantly, in congested networks the relationship between traffic demand and the actual traffic flows (resulting from “assigning” traffic to the network) is either highly nonlinear, because of the response of travelers, or even nonexistent when in congestion flow counts are determined by capacity and not by traffic demand. In the next section we will discuss a third example of Kalman filtering that addresses the estimation of traffic variables in congested networks.

**Figure 8.** Effect of an unobservable OD matrix: The Kalman filter diverges.

3.1. Traffic State Estimation and Prediction

As an illustration, consider Figure 9(a), which shows a space–time contour plot of real traffic conditions (speeds) on a German freeway. Clearly visible are so-called wide moving jams that propagate against the direction of travel. Once congestion occurs, queues may spill back and block additional routes upstream. As a result, travel times increase rapidly over different routes, travelers may change their route choices, and traffic conditions may rapidly deteriorate in entire traffic networks.

Dynamic traffic management (DTM) encompasses all traffic control and information applications tailored to adjust the traffic supply (e.g., operating speed, capacity) to the prevailing network demand in real time. Examples include (adaptive) intersection control (traffic signals), freeway ramp metering, managed lanes, dynamic rerouting, and traffic information provision, to name but a few. One of the key ingredients for DTM applications is traffic state estimation and prediction. For this tutorial, we focus on one increasingly popular approach, that is, model-based traffic control as outlined in Figure 19. We will return to this scheme in the last section of this tutorial. In model-based control approaches (e.g., the RENAISSANCE system of Wang et al. [57]; the TU Delft/fileradar.nl approach of van Hinsbergen et al. [48]), macroscopic traffic flow models are used in conjunction with an extended Kalman filter (EKF) to estimate the state in a traffic network.

Macroscopic traffic flow models describe the traffic state in terms of flow \( q \) (the average number of vehicles passing a location per unit time), space-mean (or local harmonic mean), speed \( u \) (in kilometers per hour), and density \( \rho \) (the average number of vehicles per unit space in vehicles per kilometer), which in a homogeneous and stationary traffic stream are related to one another by

\[
q = \rho u. \tag{30}
\]

The simplest (process) model to predict the propagation of traffic flow over space and time (given sufficient initial and boundary conditions) is the conservation of vehicles equation

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} = 0, \tag{31}
\]

**Figure 9.** (a) Contour plot of speeds on a German freeway and (b) the fundamental diagram of traffic flow.

Source. (a) Reused with permission of Martin Treiber and Arne Kesting, http://www.traffic-states.com/. Data are from German Highway A5; Direction N; Section 493–463 km; Friday, April 20, 2001; 12:00–20:00. Notes. (a) The arrow indicates the driving direction. (b) The dots depict actual local measurements.
which loosely states that the change in density over time is equal to the negative of the change in flow over space. Because we have two Equations ((30) and (31)) and three unknowns \((ρ, u, \text{ and } q)\), a third equation is required to solve this model. So-called first-order models (van Hinsbergen et al. [48]) do this by assuming an equilibrium relationship, the fundamental diagram (FD),\(^1\) which relates the average speed \(u\) to the density \(ρ\):

\[
u = U^e(ρ).
\]  

Equation (32) is a monotonically decreasing relationship that was first described and empirically verified in the 1930s (Greenshields [18]). It essentially states that, on average, vehicles decrease their speed with a decreasing gross distance headway \(s = 1/ρ\), or, vice versa, that vehicles increase their distance headway with increasing speeds. Because of (30), (32) can also be written as \(q = ρU^e(ρ)\), or as

\[
q = Q^e(ρ).
\]  

The fundamental diagram \(Q^e(ρ)\) usually is a convex function of \(ρ\) with a slope \(v_0\) (equal to the free or desired speed) for \(ρ \downarrow 0\) (i.e., for a near empty road) and a maximum flow (capacity flow \(C\)) at a critical density \(ρ_c\), which is assumed to discriminate between freely flowing and congested traffic. Once congestion sets in, the flow decreases again, coming to a standstill (flow equals 0) at a maximum density \(ρ_{jam}\), called the jam density. An example of the fundamental diagram is given in Figure 9(b). Substituting (33) into (31) leads to

\[
\frac{∂ρ}{∂t} + c(ρ) \frac{∂ρ}{∂x} = 0, \quad c(ρ) = \frac{∂}{∂ρ}Q^e(ρ),
\]  

in which the derivative of the fundamental diagram \(c(ρ)\) depicts the so-called kinematic wave speed, which determines the direction and the speed at which perturbations propagate over time and space. For example, in congestion (Figure 9(b), right branch) the kinematic wave speed is negative, which implies that perturbations move against the direction of travel (observe the wide moving jams in Figure 9(a)).

Figure 9(b) also shows some actual local data (measured with induction loops). The scatter in these data are due to a number of reasons. First, the FD is an average relationship. Because of heterogeneity in vehicle capabilities and drive behavior (trucks versus ferraris), there is a large variability around this average. Second, the FD is a steady-state relationship (no acceleration/deceleration), whereas many observations are transient and thus not on the FD. Finally, there are measurement and estimation errors. For example, by definition \(ρ\) cannot be measured locally, but has to be estimated with \(ρ = q/u\) from Equation (30). The error in that estimation becomes larger as speed approaches zero, not just for numerical reasons, but also because (a) the sample size per unit time becomes smaller (in the limit of a complete standstill \(u\) can not be observed at a cross section), and (b) the assumption of homogeneous and stationary traffic conditions underpinning Equation (30) may not be valid for all measurements. We will return to these problems below.

Equations (30), (31), and (33) constitute the well-known kinematic wave model simultaneously proposed by Lighthill and Whitham [29] and Richards [41]. In a DTM/state estimation context, Equation (31) (or one of its more involved modifications) can be used as the process model, whereas the fundamental diagram (Equation (32) or (33)) may serve as an observation model for flows and speeds.

\(^1\) First-order models do not describe acceleration/deceleration toward or from the desired equilibrium speed. In so-called higher-order traffic flow models, an additional differential equation describing the dynamics of speed is added, and there are many other ways in which first-order models have been extended with different degrees of success. For an extensive overview of traffic flow modeling, we refer the reader to Hoogendoorn and Bovy [22].
3.2. The Extended Kalman Filter

Equations (31) and (33) can be analytically solved for small examples. However, solving such models to predict traffic operations on traffic corridors or networks requires numerical approximation. Discretizing space and time into cells \( i \) of \( \Delta x_i \) (m) and time periods \( k \) of \( \Delta t \) (s), respectively, results in a nonlinear state space system of equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_{k+1} &= f(x_k, \psi_k, d_k) + \eta_k, \\
    y_k &= h(x_k, \psi_k) + \zeta_k.
\end{align*}
\]  

In (36), \( x_k \) now depicts a vector of cell densities \( \rho_k = [\ldots \rho_k^i \ldots]^T \), \( y_k \) is a vector of available observations (e.g., flows, local speeds), \( \psi_k \) is a vector of all parameters used in both process and observation models (possibly space and time specific), \( d_k \) is a vector of boundary conditions and disturbances (e.g., inflows, capacity constraints), and \( \eta_k \) and \( \zeta_k \) represent process and observation noise processes, respectively. An important note is that although the analytical conservation of vehicles Equation (31) is exact, the numerical approximation (35) is not. Numerical schemes (e.g., van Wageningen-Kessels et al. [53], Lebacque [26]) involve additional assumptions which introduce errors. Below we use the Godunov scheme (Lebacque [26]) to numerically approximate (36). This so-called minimum demand–supply (or maximum entropy) method uses the fundamental diagram (33) to determine the numerical fluxes \( q_k^{i \rightarrow i+1} \) per time step \( \Delta t \) between two consecutive cells \( i \) and \( i + 1 \) as follows:

\[
q_k^{i \rightarrow i+1} = \min(D_k^i, S_k^{i+1}),
\]  

with

\[
D_k^i = \begin{cases} 
    Q^i(\rho_k^i) & \rho_k^i \leq \rho_c, \\
    C_i & \text{otherwise};
\end{cases}
\]

\[
S_k^{i+1} = \begin{cases} 
    C^{i+1} & \rho_k^{i+1} \leq \rho_c^{i+1}, \\
    Q^i(\rho_k^{i+1}) & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

Clearly, with this solution method, the choice of FD parameters (e.g., capacity \( C \), critical density \( \rho_c \)) is important. The nonlinear system of Equations (31) and (33) can be solved for unknown state variables \( x_k \) by the so-called extended Kalman filter algorithm that is outlined in Algorithm 2. Before showing and discussing a case study and some results, let us briefly review the additional assumptions of the EKF and their consequences.

First of all, Equations (39) and (41) of the EKF assume that both process and observation models can be linearized locally (around the current state). Clearly, in case traffic is in either a free-flowing or a (heavily) congested state (i.e., in the left or right branch of the FD; see Figure 9(b)) this assumption may not be too far off, as has been confirmed by many authors (Newell [34], van Lint and Hoogendoorn [52], Treiber and Helbing [44]). However, around capacity, this assumption may be flawed and lead to corrections with the wrong sign. A direct consequence of the local approximation is that none of the convergence properties of the linear models are guaranteed for the EKF. In practice this implies that it may work (surprisingly well)—or that it does not.

**Algorithm 2** (The extended Kalman filter)

Preliminaries: For the given problem we have a state space model depicted by Equations (35) and (36), in which \( \eta_k \) and \( \zeta_k \) are independent, zero-mean, Gaussian noise processes of covariance matrices \( Q_k \) and \( R_k \), respectively, with

\[
E[\eta_k \eta_n^T] = \begin{cases} 
    Q_k & \text{for } n = k, \\
    0 & \text{for } n \neq k;
\end{cases}
\]

\[
E[\zeta_k \zeta_n^T] = \begin{cases} 
    R_k & \text{for } n = k, \\
    0 & \text{for } n \neq k.
\end{cases}
\]

Initialization:

\[
\dot{x}_0 = E[x_0] \quad \text{and} \quad P_0 = E[x_0 - E[x_0]^T].
\]
In case no additional information is available, $P_0$ is usually initialized as a matrix with a large diagonal entries, reflecting the fact that we are highly uncertain about our initial estimate of $\hat{x}_0$.

**For $k = 1, 2, \ldots$ do:**

*Predict mean and variance of state variables:*

$$\hat{x}_k^- = f(x_k, \psi_k, d_k),$$

$$P_k^- = F_{k|k-1}P_{k-1}F_{k|k-1}^T + Q_{k-1},$$

in which

$$F_{k|k-1} = \frac{\partial f(x)}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x = \hat{x}_k^-}.$$  

*Predict output variables:*

$$\hat{y}_k^- = h(x_k, \psi_k).$$

*Compute the Kalman gain:*

$$G_k = \frac{P_k^-H_{k|k-1}^T}{H_{k|k-1}P_k^-H_{k|k-1}^T + R_{k-1}},$$

in which

$$H_{k|k-1} = \frac{\partial h(x)}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x = \hat{x}_k^-}.$$  

*Update mean and covariance:*

$$\hat{x}_k = \hat{x}_k^- + G_k(y_k - \hat{y}_k^-),$$

$$P_k = (1 - G_kH_{k|k-1})P_k^-,$$

in which the output errors $e_k = y_k - \hat{y}_k^-$ computed and used in (42) are again referred to as the innovations time series, because they reflect the amount of new information contained in the observations $y_k$.

**End**

### 3.3. Freeway Traffic State Estimation—An Intuitive Example

Consider a 10 km freeway stretch with no off- and on-ramps. On this freeway stretch an accident occurs after 12 minutes, which blocks one lane for an indefinite period (see Figure 10). The resulting traffic conditions are shown in Figure 11. For the sake of this example, assume Figure 10. Screenshot of freeway stretch with a temporary bottleneck (e.g., an incident) coded in microsimulation model FOSIM (Vermijs and Schuurman [55]).

*Note.* The numbered blocks at the very bottom indicate the locations of loop detectors, which measure flow and average speed.
that traffic demand is constant (3,000 vehicles/h) until a few minutes after the incident and then decreases because of, for example, rerouting/traffic information (Figure 12). The task of the EKF-based state estimator is essentially to reproduce the state in Figure 11 using the one-minute average speeds and flows from the detectors represented by the small boxes at the very bottom of Figure 10.

In all scenarios, flow measurements are used to reconstruct the upstream demand ($d_k$), and both speed and flow measurements are used to correct the state variables using Equations (32) and (33), respectively. The EKF measurement noise covariance matrix $R_k$ is set to match the variance of the actual measurements. We consider $3 \times 3 = 9$ scenarios:

Detector availability. We consider the cases where (A) all detectors are used (spacing 500 meters); (B) one out of every two detectors is used (at location 1000, 2000, 3000, etc.), and (C) one out of six detectors is used (at location 1000, 4000, 7000, etc.; see Figure 10).

**Note.** As a result of route information provision during the incident, the demand decreases sharply until the queue is fully dissolved.
Parameters of the fundamental diagram. We consider three cases, which are shown in Figure 13. Scenario I approximately resembles the average behavior in the Freeway Operations SIMulation (FOSIM) microsimulation (which in itself is not necessarily realistic); Scenarios II and III both underestimate capacity $C$, which may result in increasingly biased estimations. The parameters in the fundamental diagram, and particularly critical speed $u_c$ and critical density $\rho_c$ (which determine capacity flow $C = u_c \rho_c$), affect not just the quality of the observation model but also the quality of the process model.

The RMSE (in vehicles per kilometer) is used as a performance measure. Also, three relative error measures are calculated: the MPE, which indicates structural bias; the standard deviation of the percentage error (SPE), which is a measure for the variability around the MPE; and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), which provides a combined indication of the relative error (bias and variance).

### 3.4. Discussion—Different Performance Measures Tell Different Stories

Table 4 shows the numerical results of all nine scenarios. This table should invoke some surprises. A priori one may hypothesize that the best results should occur when all available data are used in conjunction with the best-fit fundamental diagram. This, however, is not the case. There are several reasons for this, which can be illustrated with Figures 14–18, which show contour plots for the estimated densities and the estimation errors for five scenarios. We can make the following observations.

- Qualitatively, all state estimation scenarios reproduce the ground-truth congestion pattern reasonably well. The largest estimation errors occur on the space–time boundaries of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector spacing</th>
<th>FD scenario</th>
<th>RMSE (veh/km)</th>
<th>MPE (%)</th>
<th>SPE (%)</th>
<th>MAPE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (500 m)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (1,000 m)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (3,000 m)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
congestion, where linearization (Equations (39) and (41)) yields the largest approximation errors.

• None of the state estimation scenarios are able to accurately reconstruct the conditions within congestion. This is because a first-order traffic flow model is used (no acceleration/deceleration dynamics).

• Figures 14, 15, and 16 show the results for three scenarios in which all data are used with different fundamental diagrams (A-I, A-II, A-III; see also the first three rows in Table 4). Clearly, the choice of fundamental diagram matters in terms of overall bias, but it hardly has an effect in terms of the error variance. In Scenario A-I, density is predominantly overestimated; in A-II and A-III, this overestimation is compensated by larger underestimations (e.g., in Figure 16 around kilometer 5, at the onset of congestion). The curved patterns in congestion in Figures 15 and 16 do indicate that in these cases, the kinematic wave speed is underestimated.

• Figures 15, 17, and 18 show the results for three scenarios in which the same fundamental diagram is used but with different detector spacings (A-II, B-II, C-II). These illustrate that, in terms of performance (both bias and variance), there is no added value in using all detector observations (every 500 meters) over using just one-sixth of these data. On the contrary, the results improve slightly by using fewer observations. Too much (redundant)
Figure 16. Contour plot of estimated densities and estimation errors for Scenario A-III (detectors at 500 m spacing, Fundamental Diagram III).

(a) Estimated density
(b) Difference plot (estimated — ground truth)

Figure 17. Contour plot of estimated densities and estimation errors for Scenario B-II (detectors at 1,000 m spacing, Fundamental Diagram II).

(a) Estimated density
(b) Difference plot (estimated — ground truth)

Figure 18. Contour plot of estimated densities and estimation errors for Scenario C-II (detectors at 3,000 m spacing, Fundamental Diagram II).

(a) Estimated density
(b) Difference plot (estimated — ground truth)
information essentially overdetermines (i.e., introduces too many constraints in) the estimation problem. More effective than using (redundant) observations is a process model that accurately implements the correlations between state variables over time and space (the kinematic wave speed in Equation (34)).

We can draw a few conclusions from these findings. First, model-based state estimation (using the EKF) can be successfully applied to reconstruct at least the first-order traffic patterns from sparse traffic data. First-order patterns relate to the spatiotemporal extent (head and tail) of congestion and the resulting average macroscopic quantities. Second, the quality of observation and process models is critically important. This particularly pertains to the fundamental diagram parameters (capacity, kinematic wave speed) that govern the spatiotemporal correlations between the state variables. Third, data redundancy does not improve estimation results—in this example, on the contrary. Finally, the EKF procedure aims to minimize the (total) estimation error covariance, a performance measure closely related to the RMSE. This exercise demonstrates that total error variance (alone) may not be a very informative performance measure. Minimizing error variance may coincide with increased bias (e.g., compare the second and third rows of Table 4). As with the OD estimation problem in the previous section, these structural errors relate to the underlying dynamics of the problem. In the OD case, a prior OD table was used to steer the estimation in the “right” direction. In traffic state estimation, this prior information comes (among other things) in the form of valid fundamental diagram parameters (which may be location and time specific).

4. Discussion and Further Applications of the (E)KF in Traffic Management and Control

In this tutorial, three relatively simple example estimation problems relevant to the field of dynamic traffic management and control have been presented in which the Kalman filter was used as the solution method. Let us first note that in literature many successful applications of the (E)KF have been reported in the context of these three application domains, for example, in location tracking (Chiang et al. [11], Bétaille and Toledo-Moreo [6], Tu and Kiang [46], Tseng and Feng [45]), traffic state estimation (Yuan et al. [62], Wang et al. [57, 58, 59], van Hinsbergen et al. [48], Li [28], Guo et al. [19], Di et al. [14], van Lint et al. [49]), and OD estimation (Barcelo et al. [5], Cho et al. [12], Zhou and Mahmassani [63], Bierlaire and Crittin [7], Michael and Rilett [31], Hu et al. [23], Van Der Zijpp [47], Cremer and Keller [13], Okutani and Stephanedes [36]). State estimation techniques are also important for the ex ante calibration and validation of the traffic models and algorithms used in these applications (Antoniou et al. [1], van Lint [50]), and for the ex post evaluation of traffic management and control applications. In that case, archived state variables are typically used to compute measures of effectiveness, such as total vehicle loss hours/delays.

In the remainder of this section we restrict ourselves to applications within the class of model-based traffic management and control, in which (traffic) state estimation plays a central role. Figure 19 outlines the components in that class of applications. The three examples in this tutorial showed that the three central assumptions in the (E)KF strongly affect the estimation quality and applicability. These assumptions are that (a) the system model is (locally approximately) linear, (b) all model and observation error terms are Gaussian noise processes, and (c) by implication, process and observation models are unbiased. In this final section we will briefly discuss approaches to relax these assumptions. The first is to use more advanced (complex) data assimilation (filtering) techniques; the second involves the use of more suitable (more linear) system models. In the final subsection we close with some concluding remarks.
4.1. Relaxing Gaussian and Linear Assumptions: The Ensemble Kalman Filter, Unscented Kalman Filter, and Particle Filter

The objective of state estimation techniques is to estimate the posterior probability density function (pdf) of the state variables given the available observations \( p(x_k \mid y_{1:k-1}) \) at each time step \( k \). The (E)KF is just one solution method to do this and belongs to the more general family of recursive Bayesian estimation methods, which all follow an intuitive prediction/correction structure:

1. **Prediction (prior):**
   \[
   p(x_k \mid y_{1:k-1}) = \int p(x_k \mid x_{k-1})p(x_{k-1} \mid y_{1:k-1}) \, dx_{k-1}.
   \]  
   \( (44) \)

2. **Update (posterior):**
   \[
   p(x_k \mid y_k) = \frac{p(y_k \mid x_k)p(x_k \mid y_{1:k-1})}{\int p(y_k \mid x_k)p(x_k \mid y_{1:k-1}) \, dx_k}.
   \]  
   \( (45) \)

In \( (44) \) and \( (45) \), respectively, \( p(x_k \mid x_{k-1}) \) represents the state transition pdf and \( p(y_k \mid x_k) \) the observation likelihood function.

The EKF approximates the posterior \( (45) \) by analytically propagating (assumed) Gaussian random variables through a first-order linearization of the system model. In Julier et al. [24] and Wan and van der Merwe [56] a derivative-free alternative is proposed, using the unscented transformation, which is a method for calculating the statistics of a random variable that undergoes a nonlinear transformation (Julier et al. [24]). In the unscented Kalman filter (UKF), instead of computing mean and error covariance analytically (Equations (38) and (39)), a series of carefully selected samples (sigma points) \( X_i \) is used. These sample points completely capture (“span”) the true mean and covariance of the state variables, and when propagated through the true nonlinear system (process and observation model \( Y_i = h(X_i) \)), they capture the time-dependent posterior mean and covariance accurately to the third order (Taylor series expansion) for any nonlinearity. The UKF algorithm is explained by Wan and van der Merwe [56], and many practical examples are available on the Web.
A second derivative-free alternative for the EKF is the so-called ensemble Kalman filter (EnsKF) (Evensen [15]) in which a Markov chain Monte Carlo method is applied. As in the UKF, the starting point of the EnsKF is a prior ensemble of state vectors $x_i$, from which the prior mean $\hat{x}_{-k} = (1/N) \sum x_{i,k}$ and error covariance $P_{-k} = E[\hat{x}_{-k}]$ are computed. Whereas the UKF uses a deterministic sampling strategy to obtain a new ensemble of state vectors (the sigma points) at every prediction step, the EnsKF draws this ensemble of state vectors randomly and only once in the initialization step. Resampling in the EnsKF takes place in the update/correction step, in which an observation matrix $Y_k = [\ldots, \tilde{y}_{i,k}, \ldots]$, $\tilde{y}_{i,k} = y_{i,k} + v_k$ with $v_k \sim N(0, R_k)$, is sampled. An excellent tutorial of the EnsKF is available in Mandel [30].

A third family of derivative-free filtering techniques for state estimation are so-called particle filters (PFs). Particle filters are classified under many names (sequential importance sampling, sequential Monte Carlo sampling) and come in many different variations. One could argue that also the EnsKF and UKF belong to the PF family (Ristic et al. [42]) as special cases. The key is that in a PF, all distributional assumptions on either prior or posterior are relaxed. In the literature we find examples of all of these alternative state estimation techniques applied to traffic management and control. Table 5 lists some references for further reading.

Table 5 also loosely summarizes the characteristics and the pros and cons of these approaches. Large-scale comparative studies between different approaches in the traffic management and control domain are rare and mostly restricted to simulated examples. For example, Hegyi et al. [20] found that UKF and EKF perform equally well on a simulated

### Table 5. Characteristics and references to different filtering approaches for traffic state estimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumptions error terms</th>
<th>EKF</th>
<th>UKF</th>
<th>EnsKF</th>
<th>PF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>Analytical procedure</td>
<td>Deterministic sequential sampling</td>
<td>Sequential Monte Carlo sampling</td>
<td>Sequential Monte Carlo sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pros</td>
<td>One-shot procedure; straightforward to implement</td>
<td>Derivative free; superior nonlinear estimation (compared to EKF)</td>
<td>Derivative free; straightforward to implement; computationally efficient; requires fewer samples than UKF for large-scale problems$^a$</td>
<td>Theoretically superior for nonlinear estimation over all other methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cons</td>
<td>Linearization inaccurate for highly nonlinear problems; computational cost scales with state dimension</td>
<td>Computational cost scales with state dimension</td>
<td>Heuristic choice of sample size</td>
<td>Computational cost scales with state dimension; largest number of samples required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples in traffic state estimation</td>
<td>Yuan et al. [62], Tampere and Immers [43], Wang et al. [57, 58, 59], van Hinsbergen et al. [48], Guo et al. [19], Di et al. [14]</td>
<td>Hegyi et al. [20], Ngoduy [35], Mihaylova et al. [32]</td>
<td>Work et al. [60, 61], Chen et al. [10]</td>
<td>Mihaylova et al. [32, 33], Chen et al. [10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The number of samples in the UKF is deterministically chosen and is in the same order as the state dimension. The sample (ensemble) size of the EnsKF is chosen heuristically. Gillijns et al. [17], for example, showed that the EnsKF performs equally well or better than an EKF from ensemble sizes in the order of 100.
freeway corridor. Mihaylova et al. [32] made a case for particle filters (which outperform the UKF in their examples). Mihaylova et al. [33] proposed different parallelized PF configurations that improve computational speed and online applicability through parallel simulation. Van Hinsbergen et al. [48] proposed a very different approach for the same purpose. These authors showed that large-scale (i.e., network-wide) traffic state estimation is also possible with a simplified localized EKF algorithm, without loss of estimation accuracy.

4.2. Choosing (More) Appropriate System Models

4.2.1. Improved Observation Models. In the last 10 years the amount of data available from different sources has increased steeply, ranging from counts and speeds from local sensors (induction loops, radar, microwave), to travel times from AVI systems such as camera’s, bluetooth “sniffers,” and GPS-enabled mobile phones, to detailed samples of microscopic data from in-vehicle systems (location, lane, headway, speed, acceleration). These data differ not just in availability, accuracy, and reliability over space and time, but also in terms of their spatiotemporal semantics (van Lint and Hoogendoorn [51, 52]). Consider, for example, realized travel time over several kilometers measured with an AVI system, and local (harmonic) mean speed measured with an induction loop. The first quantity is the result from a line integral (a trajectory) over time and space (travel time equals travel distance over average journey speed), whereas the second integrates information over a cross section for a fixed time period. These data cannot be straightforwardly aligned and fused with recursive techniques such as the EKF or any of its relatives. In a number of contributions, Ou et al. [37, 38, 39, 40] demonstrate that different data assimilation techniques are required to effectively fuse such semantically different data sources. Nonetheless, these so-called data–data consistency techniques can in turn be used to remove structural bias (e.g., due to local averaging) from the available sensor data before these are used in recursive state estimation methods and control applications. Another range of data assimilation approaches were proposed by Herrera and Bayen [21] and Work et al. [60], in which different observation models are used to assimilate Lagrangian data (i.e., data from mobile (in-vehicle) sensors).

4.2.2. Improved Process Models. Improving data assimilation methods is one path to improving nonlinear state estimation. A second path is to improve the system models themselves, that is, to choose and formulate process and observation models more carefully such that they are better tailored for the state estimation task. One example was given in §2.2, in which the OD estimation process (and observation) models were reformulated such that the resulting system was more suitable for use with the Kalman filter. As outlined in §3.2, the use of classic traffic flow models may lead to a violation of the linearity assumption around capacity and may lead to EKF corrections with the wrong sign. Yuan et al. [62] showed that freeway state estimation using the EKF and a Lagrangian formulation of the first-order LWR model (Lighthill and Whitham [29], Richards [41]) leads to large improvements. Although still nonlinear, the Lagrangian LWR model does not suffer from mode switching around capacity (information always travels in the same direction), which leads to more accurate numerical simulation (Leclercq et al. [27], van Wageningen-Kessels et al. [54]) and effectively renders both process and observation models more linear and more suitable for use with the EKF (Yuan et al. [62]). Also, here a different formulation with the same model leads to large performance benefits.

4.2.3. Parameter Estimation and Adaptivity. A final direction in which state estimation approaches in our field can be refined and improved relates to the many parameters involved in both process and observation models. These parameters, $\psi_k$, determine individual or average drive behavior (e.g., the fundamental diagram in Figure 9(b)) and travel behavior (e.g., in (simulation) models that are used to construct the assignment matrix in §§2.1 and 2.2), and are clearly also time-varying random variables. As shown in the freeway
state estimation example, a wrong setting of these parameters may lead to biased process and observation models. The EKF (or any of its more advanced relatives) can also be used to adapt such parameters in real time, using the following system model:

\[ \psi_k = \psi_{k-1} + w_k, \quad (46) \]
\[ y_k = h(\psi_k, \ldots) + v_k, \quad (47) \]

in which (46) represents the (unknown) dynamics of these parameters by means of a random walk, and (46) depicts an observation model that could represent an entire traffic simulation and assignment model or any other method to relate observations to the parameters. In the work of van Lint [50], for example, this method is used for the online calibration of travel time prediction models; in the work of Antoniou et al. [1] this approach is used to adapt the parameters in a traffic simulation model. This adaptive approach to parameter estimation can also be employed in parallel with state estimation, often referred to as dual estimation (e.g., in Wang et al. [58], van Lint et al. [49], Hegyi et al. [20]). An important note to make is that the dynamics of drive or travel behavioral parameters are different (slower over time and more coarse over space) than the dynamics of state variables such as speed and density.

4.3. Concluding Remarks

Despite the large and fast-growing body of knowledge available in the literature, the implementation of model-based traffic management and control (Figure 19) in actual traffic management centers is still in its infancy. We can put forward several tentative reasons for this. One relates to the difficulty of porting the models and data assimilation techniques from research environments to actual traffic management practice. Traffic and transport are very broad domains in which many disciplines meet, including traffic engineering, behavioral science, psychology, operations research, applied mathematics, computer science, and control engineering, to name a few. Each of these have their own terminology and worldview, which makes it difficult to convince road operators and politicians of the need for knowledge-based traffic management and control. A related point is that in many countries and cities around the world, (car) mobility is predominantly viewed and governed as a (necessarily) self-organising process, in which too-rigid management and control is not considered appropriate beyond the control required for safety and for efficient traffic operations under free-flowing or mildly congested network traffic. This view is reflected also in the steep increase in research and development of cooperative vehicle-based technologies in the European Union, the United States, and Japan, which, besides improved safety, enable high-speed platooning, automated lane keeping, and assisted merging. Clearly, these technologies offer great potential for traffic management and control in the future, not just to make traffic more safe and efficient, but also more sustainable.

The problem with this strong focus on “bottom-up” technologies and methods is that self-organisation (of drive and route choice behavior) no longer leads to efficient traffic operations in heavily congested networks, because of spill back, capacity drop (which makes congested traffic up to 30% less efficient than free-flow traffic), and suboptimal (user optimal) route choice. In many metropolitan areas in the world (e.g., Beijing, Paris, Cairo), traffic gridlock occurs on a daily basis. Such gridlocks cannot be solved by local (vehicle) intelligence only. These vehicles must drive on an intelligent infrastructure that is managed by intelligent network operators. In case of very dense network traffic conditions, system optimal coordinated and integrated traffic management and control is required. For that to happen, a system-oriented perspective on (car) mobility must be put higher on the political agenda.
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